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Abstract

Mesoporous layers of silica are of interest for many optical applications, including the creation of devices ranging from optical sensors to laser

sources with promising characteristics. Their optical characterization goes through the interpretation of measurements. We propose to give

experimental results of reflectance and scattering measurements concerning mesoporous layers of silica deposited onto silicium substrates. This

work shows that their interpretation in terms of optical indices or dielectric function have to be taken with care since scattering is present, and

thereby the Kramers–Kronig relations appear not to be fulfilled.
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1. Introduction

Ordered mesoporous materials differ from bulk matter,

exhibiting a highly ordered, monodispersed porosity in the

range 2–50 nm, giving rise to a new class of materials. Due to

their unique properties, they have received increasing interest

from the scientific community since the pioneering work of

Beck et al. [1] in 1992. Initially obtained as powders, the

synthesis of thin mesoporous films is now achieved [1–4].

These ordered films could be represented as a periodic lattice

of holes in an amorphous dielectric matrix, creating an artificial

material with a low dielectric constant [5,6] that may be tuned

through the amount of pores and their filling [7]. To develop

applications [8] from optical sensors [9] to promising laser

sources [10,11] as well as three-dimensional optical recording

[12], visible light properties need be investigated. It implies the

iteration of cycles formulation–optimization-material charac-

terization, a time consuming process. Optical properties are

usually described by a set of refractive indices and absorption

obtained through reflectance measurements or spectroscopic

ellipsometry. An effective dielectric constant may describe the

optical properties of a composite medium and may then lead to

the filling factor or pores’ density q of a mesoporous film. It

has been recently reported that the angular distribution of light

scattered by such a mesoporous film shows an interference

pattern [13]. Reflectance usually does not take scattering into

account, and so the values of indices deduced from a quick

analysis through Fresnel relations have to be taken with care:

reflectance does no longer give all optical properties of the

sample.

In this paper, we deal with some of the optical characte-

rization of mesoporous materials. We recall the angular

distribution of the intensity scattered by an ordered mesoporous

silica film. The reflectivity spectra of such film will be

presented and applied to the determination of indices of a

given sample as long as it retains a physical meaning.

2. Preparation and structure of the samples

Each sample consists of a silicon wafer with a thermally

oxidized layer, covered by a mesoporous film. Two kinds of

samples were realized: Si+ thermal SiO2 (labeled later as Th),

and Si+ SiO2+ a mesoporous layer (Por).

An extended description of the synthesis and ordered

structure of mesoporous films have been reported earlier

[14,15] and the mechanisms behind their formation are partly

understood [16,17]. The films studied in this work were

obtained by hydrolysis and condensation of silica alcoxydes in

presence of a templating mesophase. More details may be

found in Ref. [13].
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as it is expected from effective medium theories applied to a

mixture of transparent media such as silica and air or vacuum

whatever the filling factor q would be. The imaginary part,

which is related to absorption, shows also a non-monotonous

variation. Although n(x) is not directly related to causality

whereas the dielectric function e(x) is, the real and imaginary

parts of both e and n must satisfy a strong requirement for a

transparent medium: namely the Kramers–Kronig relations

[26]. Hence, they must exhibit the structure correlations asked

for by KKR. Fig. 5 does not show such structure correlations,

then the as obtained numerical values of the index may solve a

set of equations but it appears difficult to attach a physical

meaning to these values and their wavelength behavior.

As it has been demonstrated, a mesoporous layer is a

strongly scattering medium. Fresnel relations are based on a

wave transport in homogeneous medium, abrupt interfaces well

localized in space that create reflection, and no interaction

between interfaces is considered. On the contrary, the

mesopores constitute a distribution of interfaces not localized

but spread in the whole material, each pore being in the near

field radiated by its neighbour so interactions are present

everywhere inside. Taking into account the size of the pores

and their spacing, the mesoporous layer may be though of as a

continuous distribution of interfaces, each radiating coherently

a wave in all directions, as shown by angularly localized

interferences in the scattered light as well as in reflectance.

Then reflectance analysis, as interpreted in terms of Fresnel

relations cannot give reliable results as far as strong scattering

remains involved. Another approach is necessary.

The determination of the effective refractive index in

strongly scattering media is studied in a recent article [27]

where the scattered light transmitted through a porous GaP

sample does not show interferences. The analysis shows that

the transport of light is well described by the diffusion

approximation, provided it takes place in a non-localized

regime that is without interferences. In our case, interferences

in the angular distribution of the reflected scattered light have

been put in evidence. However, due to the structure of our

sample, reflectance and transmittance should exhibit comple-

mentary interferences, if any. If we assume that the scattering

mean-free path ls is the order of the distance between pores,

then 2k ls /k <<1; as a consequence, Anderson localization

may take place and interferences should occur. It is then

reasonable to conclude that Anderson localization occurs in our

system and we can understand a posteriori why any tentative

interpretation with simple Fresnel analysis fails.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the reflection of a Si substrate

covered by layers of silica with a mesoporous structure.

Interferences, in both reflectance and scatterd light, are the

main characteristics of our samples. It has been shown that

such specific optical properties should not be interpreted with

Fresnel relations without great care. The physical meaning of

values of indices has been examined, the Kramers–Kronig

relations showing that numerical solutions may be misleading.

Arguments have been presented that favor an interpretation of

reflectance taking into account the possibility of Anderson

localization, as suggested by interferences in the angular

distribution of the scattered light. In all cases, these studies

will enhance the insight in the peculiar and promising optical

properties of mesoporous films.
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